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ABSTRACT
Quality assurance (QA) plays a crucial role in today’s software
development. However, methods and models proposed in
literature to support QA management suffer from several
drawbacks. Many are specialized to certain activities like system
test or inspections. They commonly support only one application
purpose, e.g., planning or controlling, and are often applicable
only after measurement data has been collected for several
historical applications. To overcome these drawbacks, we
developed a method that can be applied to QA activities during
any phase, and which supports comprehensive quality
management related tasks: improvement, planning, and
controlling. To be applicable in practice, the method combines the
available measurement data with expert judgment to build
context-specific models. In addition, the method provides early
benefits, while motivating the collection of measurement data by
presenting possible improvement directions. The paper presents
the general concepts behind the method and research questions to
be answered in upcoming empirical studies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Management]: Software quality assurance (SQA)

General Terms
Management, Measurement, Reliability, Experimentation

1. INTRODUCTION
Quality assurance (QA) is an essential part of today’s
software projects. The reduction of quality risk achieved by
performing QA activities usually consumes a large portion of the
project budget (between 30 and 90 percent) [1]. Therefore,
managing software quality during the software lifecycle by
identifying the major factors affecting the defect content and
effectiveness of QA activities, as well as planning and controlling
QA activities can contribute significantly to a project’s success in
terms of quality and project cost.
Managing software quality comprises different challenges in
the software lifecycle, such as analyzing, planning, or controlling
QA activities. Furthermore, prediction of the effectiveness of a
QA activity can significantly improve the overall quality of the
final product by choosing the best fitting QA activities, while
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prediction of the expected defect content can lead to a better
decision regarding, e.g., the effort required for quality assurance.
However, predicting the effectiveness of a planned QA
activity or the defect content of an artifact are no trivial tasks. On
the one hand, effectiveness and defect content are both very
context-specific; on the other hand, they are influenced by various
factors (e.g., [2] identified more than 100 different factors with an
impact on defect content or QA effectiveness).
Off-the-shelf methods like COQUALMO [3] use a smaller,
fixed set of influencing factors to predict final defect content and
overall effectiveness. However, [4] states that COQUALMO uses
only coarse-grained categories of defect detection techniques,
meaning that factors are not context-specific, and therefore do not
fit in an optimal way. Moreover, from our practical experience,
some of the COQUALMO factors are not relevant in every
context and several context-specific ones are missing.
Furthermore, in order to manage different aspects regarding
software quality, often more than one model type is necessary to
draw all needed conclusions. Various models for different phases
and purposes exist. For example, to cover the complete
development cycle in terms of controlling QA, methods for static
quality assurance (e.g., capture-recapture for inspection [6]) and
testing (e.g. reliability growth models (RGM) [5]) have to be
considered. But several models are not only limited in their
application regarding different software development phases,
moreover, different models are usually necessary to fulfill
different purposes during one development phase. Examples with
respect to inspections are MARS [7], which is used for planning,
and capture-recapture models [6], which are used for controlling.
For valid conclusions to be drawn by models such as MARS
[7], a suitable set of data is necessary. Thus, application is only
possible if the high amount of required measurement data has
been gathered for several projects, leading to bad motivation for
starting data collection.
To overcome the above-mentioned problems, we propose a
method that combines expert knowledge with measurement data
to manage software quality. Depending on the available data, the
built model can be used for holistically managing software quality
purposes, such as identification of improvement potential, as well
as planning and controlling of QA activities. From our
experience, the typical situation in industry is that only few
historical measurement data is available. Thus, the proposed
method allows early benefits even if only few data is available.
Furthermore, data collection is motivated by different application
possibilities offered by the method if more data is gathered (e.g.,
application for the purposes of QA planning or QA controlling).

2. HDCE METHOD
The Hybrid Defect Content and Effectiveness method
(HDCE) combines expert judgment and available measurement

data from current and historical projects to provide guidance for
managing software quality. The idea of combining expert opinion
and measurement data supported by a quantified causal model and
Monte Carlo simulation is taken from the cost estimation area [8]
and adapted to the quality assurance context.
Figure 1 provides a general overview of the relationship
between the components of the HDCE method: The quantified
causal model captures the expert opinions about relevant factors
influencing defect content and effectiveness and their relative
impact in the considered context. Historical project data are used
to derive a defect content and effectiveness baseline for the
context. Finally, the expert-based characterization of the actual
project allows determining the relative defect content and
effectiveness probability distributions (relative to other projects in
the context). Monte Carlo simulation is applied to combine
project characterization and the quantified causal model.
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Figure 1. Overview of the HDCE method
The DCE equation is derived from the effectiveness
definition in [9]: The effectiveness (Eff) of a QA activity (QA-A)
is equal to the number of defects found (DF) by the QA-A
divided by the defect content (DC) of the checked artifact before
QA-A was performed. In addition, based on empirical evidence,
the model assumes that the defect content has a linear dependency
on the size of the artifact (size). Therefore, DC is split into size
multiplied by defect density (DD). Finally, we expect that the
defect density as well as the effectiveness of an actual project can
be decomposed into a context-specific base value (DDbase, Effbase)
and a project-specific relative difference to this base value
(DDrel, Effrel) caused by the characteristics of the actual project
(i.e., the actual impact of the factors influencing DC an Eff).
The process for building the quantified causal model is
independent of the modeled QA-A, but the resulting causal model
is context- and QA-A-specific, capturing the knowledge of local
domain experts. Furthermore, the method supports different levels
of application purposes (see Table 1). Whether and which
historical project data are required depends on the purpose of
application. Beginning with the purpose of QA explanation /
improvement, which requires no historical data, the kind of data
set required increases from lower-level to higher-level purposes.
The data collected for lower-level purposes can be reused for
applying the method to higher-level purposes, because the
required data stack upon each other (Table 1).

Two independent improvement directions for organizations
applying the HDCE method exist: On the one hand improvement
along the purpose direction (low to high), realized by collecting
certain additional measurement data over several projects (see
requirements in Table 1), and on the other hand the application of
the method for additional QA-A.
Table 1. HDCE purposes, requirements, and outputs
ID: Purpose

Requirements*
Quantified causal
model for QA-A;
Characterization of
actual project

Output
Pareto chart identifying
DC and Eff influencing
factors in actual project
with the highest
improvement potential
(1) + size of checked Benchmarking of relative
2: Qualitative
artifact and
QA effectiveness and
QA Planning
characterization for
defect content of actual
>4 historical
project against historical
projects
ones to identify projects
with high quality risk
(2) + number of
Thresholds for defects
3: (Quant.) QA
defects found (DF)
found by QA-A in actual
Controlling
by QA-A for the
project (based on DF
probability distribution)
historical projects
(3) + number of
Prediction of absolute Eff
4: Quantitative
defects slipped (DS)
and DC values for the
QA Planning
through the QA-A
actual project (i.e., actual
DS can be predicted)
for the hist. projects
* Required measurement data are underlined.
1: QA
Explanation /
Improvement

Figure 2 shows an improvement profile for an organization
that performs four kinds of QA-A in their projects (RR, DR, CT,
ST) and has built quantified causal models for three of them. For
RR, they have collected the number of defects found in RR and
the requirement size for several historical projects. Thus, they can
use the method to control their RR by predicting thresholds for
the number of defects expected to be found in RR. Since for ST,
they also have the number of defects slipped the test, which are
the defects found in the field, they can predict the absolute
number of defects slipping actual ST based on ST-related project
characteristics and the size of the artifact. However, since neither
the number of defects detected in nor the number of defects
slipped through CT are collected, the model can only be used for
qualitative planning and improvement of CT activities.
If an organization reaches purpose level four for all their
QA-A, they can plan and control their overall QA strategy for a
project based on the defect content and effectiveness predictions
available for each QA-A. The resulting defect injection and
detection can be presented, e.g., by a defect flow model [10].
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Figure 2. Visualization of application phase x purpose
As a third improvement direction, the improvement of model
accuracy can be considered. Here, the availability of valid
measurement data and the continuous maintenance of the
quantified causal model play major roles.

3. METHOD EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the proposed hybrid defect content and
effectiveness method, the applicability of the method and the
usefulness of the results for the presented application purposes
have to be investigated in empirical studies. In the following, we
list open research questions followed by related hypotheses.
Applicability: The applicability of the method for a purpose
depends mainly on the availability of the required measurement
data (Table 1) and a reasonable quantified causal model:
A1 Is it possible to build a reasonable, context-specific, quantified
causal model together with local experts?
•
The involved local experts reach agreement about relevant
factors, i.e., a set of most relevant factors can be identified.
•
The set of identified factors differs from the set of factors in
general models like COQUALMO [3]. Note: It is only
reasonable to build a context-specific model if the identified
factors differ from factors in context-independent models.
•
The identified factors explain the difference in defect content
and effectiveness between different projects in the context.
A2 How much expert involvement is required to build a
quantified causal model for defect content and QA effectiveness?
•
Number of local experts must not to exceed five.
•
A quantified causal model can be built with less than two
person-days of effort per local expert.
Usefulness: The usefulness of the method’s results (Table 1) for
the proposed application purposes can be evaluated partially by
expert judgment, analysis of prediction accuracy, and comparison
with the existing method that focuses on the considered purpose.
U1 Is a Pareto chart with the impact of the different defect content
and effectiveness factors useful for identifying the factors with the
highest improvement potentials in the actual project?
•
Experts agree on the model-based selection of factors with
the highest improvement potential.
U2 Does the method provide valid results for the purpose of
quality risk assessment when planning QA activities?
•
If experts are asked to rate historical projects with respect to
quality risk, they arrive at a similar result as the method.
•
Projects with higher quality risk predicted by the method
have a higher number of defects slipping the QA-A.
U3 How useful is the model for predicting the number of defects
found by a QA activity?
•
Experts agree that the provided DF (defects found) estimates
are sufficiently accurate to support QA controlling.
•
The estimation error of the method is significantly lower
than the estimation error of applicable methods based solely
on data or experts.
U4 How useful are the absolute defect content and effectiveness
predictions provided by the model?
•
Experts agree that the DC and Eff estimates are sufficiently
consistent and rationalized to support QA planning.
•
The estimation error of the method is significantly lower
than the estimation error of applicable methods based solely
on data, or experts, or that of context-independent models.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we briefly described the hybrid defect content
and effectiveness method (HDCE). Different purposes, such as
identifying improvement potential and planning and controlling
QA activities are addressed by building context-specific models
that consider the most relevant factors influencing both, defect

content and QA effectiveness. The HDCE method combines
available historical project data and expert judgment encapsulated
in a reusable quantified causal model for factors influencing
defect content and effectiveness. The method does not require the
prior collection of massive amounts of historical measurement
data for application, but provides some early benefits even if no
or few measurement data is available. Furthermore, it motivates
the collection of additional data in order to apply the model for
advanced purposes later on.
At the moment, we are evaluating the proposed method in
the field of high-dependability software development [11]. Our
focus is the requirements phase and we have built a model for
qualitative QA planning and controlling (U2 and U3). First
outcomes show promising and valid results in terms of model
accuracy, e.g., the predictions of the HDCE models are
significantly more accurate than the predictions of models using
only measurement data. A second evaluation will start soon in a
different environment (i.e., different domain, later development
phase). There, we want to apply all described purposes of the
model to be built to generate holistic conclusions (U1-U4).
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